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NEW QUESTION: 1
A firm has entered into a long-term purchase obligation. This
will allow the firm to obtain raw materials for operations at a
known price over the next 6 years. This obligation must be
reflected on the balance sheet as:
A. a long-term liability.
B. none of these answers.
C. a footnote disclosure.
D. a current liability until the first purchase occurs.

Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
It is important to recognize that liabilities arise and are
recognized on the balance-sheet only if the firm has consumed
at least a part of the services or goods under the contract.
Until then, a liability is not admitted since there is no
corresponding asset or equity that has been generated (a
similar principle holds for the recognition of assets).
However, due to the bonding nature of the contract, it must be
disclosed in footnotes along with the relevant details so that
analysts can figure in the impact of all such agreements while
evaluating the future health of the firm.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Refer to the Exhibit.
An administrator is adding an NFS datastore as shown in the
Exhibit.
What is the purpose of the Servers to be added list?
A. It contains the IP addresses of the ESXi hosts that mount
the datastore.
B. It contains the IP addresses used for Static Discovery of
targets.
C. It contains the IP addresses used for Dynamic Discovery of
targets.
D. It contains the IP addresses of the NFS Storage Server to
provide multipathing capability.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
An alert is issued from the SIEM that indicates a large number
of failed logins for the same account name on one of the
application servers starting at 10:20 a.m. No other significant
failed login activity is detected. Using Splunk to search for
activity pertaining to that account name, a security analyst
finds the account has been authenticating successfully for some
time and started to fail this morning. The account is
attempting to authenticate from an internal server that is
running a database to an application server. No other security
activity is detected on the network. The analyst discovers the
account owner is a developer who no longer works for the
company. Which of the following is the MOST likely reason for
the failed login attempts for that account?
A. The license for the application has expired, and the failed
logins will continue to occur until a new license key is
installed on the application
B. The account that is failing to authenticate has not been

maintained, and the company password change policy time frame
has been reached for that account
C. A successful malware attack has provided someone access to
the network, and failed login attempts are an indication of an
attempt to privilege access to the application
D. The host-based firewall is blocking port 389 LDAP
communication, preventing the login credentials from being
received by the application server
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Azureã‚µãƒ–ã‚¹ã‚¯ãƒªãƒ—ã‚·ãƒ§ãƒ³ã•Œã•‚ã‚Šã•¾ã•™ã€‚
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* Internet to web tier:
- Provides URL-based routing
- Supports connection draining
- Prevents SQL injection attacks
* Web tier to application tier:
- Provides port forwarding
- Supports HTTPS health probes
- Supports an availability set as a backend pool
Which load balancing solution should you recommend for each
tier? To answer, select the appropriate options in the answer
area.
NOTE:Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: An Azure Application Gateway that has a web application
firewall (WAF) Azure Application Gateway offers a web
application firewall (WAF) that provides centralized protection
of your web applications from common exploits and
vulnerabilities. Web applications are increasingly targeted by
malicious attacks that exploit commonly known vulnerabilities.
SQL injection and cross-site scripting are among the most
common attacks.
Application Gateway operates as an application delivery
controller (ADC). It offers Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
termination, cookie-based session affinity, round-robin load
distribution, content-based routing, ability to host multiple
websites, and security enhancements.
Box 2: An internal Azure Standard Load Balancer
The internet to web tier is the public interface, while the web
tier to application tier should be internal.
Note: When using load-balancing rules with Azure Load Balancer,
you need to specify a health probes to allow Load Balancer to
detect the backend endpoint status.

Health probes support the TCP, HTTP, HTTPS protocols.
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/application-gateway/wafoverview
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/azure/load-balancer/load-balan
cer-custom-probe-overview
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